Worksheet 2. Time and food words

Complete the sentences. Write the correct word from the word pool.

breakfast donut lunch midnight night noon o’clock pasta sandwich dinner snack

1. People have ________________ in the morning.

2. Sometimes people have a coffee break in the middle of the morning. They drink coffee, and they often eat something, maybe a ________________, or maybe a bagel.

3. In North America, people have ________________ around noon. Maybe they eat a ________________, or maybe a salad.

4. Some people have their big meal in the daytime, around 1 or 2 ________________, and other people have their big meal at ________________.

5. Sometimes people have a little ________________ between meals. Maybe it’s candy, or yogurt, or an apple.

6. People have ________________ in the evening, around 6:00 or 7:00 P.M. Maybe they eat meat, or fish, or ________________.

7. Some people like to eat at night, around midnight. They have a “______________ snack.”